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Abstract A compressible liquid-drop approach adjusted to uniform matter
many-body calculations based on chiral EFT interactions and to the experi-
mental nuclear masses is used to investigate the neutron star crust properties.
Eight chiral EFT hamiltonians and a representative phenomenological force
(SLy4) are confronted. We show that some properties of the crust, e.g. clus-
ters mass, charge, and asymmetry, are mostly determined by symmetric matter
properties close to saturation density and are therefore mainly constrained by
experimental nuclear masses, while other properties, e.g., energy per parti-
cle, pressure, sound speed, are mostly influenced by low-density predictions in
neutron matter, where chiral EFT and phenomenological forces substantially
differ.

Keywords Neutron star crust · chiral EFT interactions · experimental
nuclear masses

1 Introduction

Neutron stars (NS) are excelent laboratories to test nuclear physics models un-
der extreme conditions of density and isospin asymmetry [1]. They are mainly
divided into two regions: the core which contains about 99% of the mass and
the crust. In this study, we will focus on the properties of the crust since it
coincides with the density region where chiral EFT approach is well defined.
The upper bound in density of the crust is connected to the saturation energy
density of nuclear matter, ρsat ≈ 2.6×1014 g cm−3. The outer crust contains a
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mixture of electrons and nuclear clusters, complemented with a neutron fluid
in the inner crust. This neutron fluid is the unique physical realization of neu-
tron matter (NM), although it is not a pure uniform matter phase. From a
nuclear theory view point, NM presents several advantages which makes it
easier to model and accurate to predict. One may then wonder how the prop-
erties of NM, which are predicted by several modelings, impact those of the
crust, which can be related to observations.

Several important and conceptual steps have recently been performed in
the prediction of NM from microscopic approaches based on the bare nuclear
interaction, i.e. the interaction between nucleons determined by free nucleon
scattering up to a few hundreds of MeV. The main one was carried by the
advance of nuclear interactions capturing low energy QCD symmetries in an
effective way (chiral effective field theory, χEFT ) and called chiral NN interac-
tions. This approach also generates many-body interactions consistently with
the order considered for the two-body interaction. They have been applied to
predict homogeneous nuclear matter properties up to the break-down density,
i.e. the maximal density at which χEFT approach can be used, from vari-
ous many-body approaches [2,3,4,5,6]. At sufficiently low densities, NM is
well understood because three-body interactions are small, and the two-body
neutron-neutron interaction is strongly constrained by neutron-neutron scat-
tering phase shifts [7,8]. The precise location of the break-down density is still
a matter of debate, and it is presently expected to be at around saturation
density (nsat ≈ 0.155 fm−3) or slightly above [9,10,11]. Note that ρsat and nsat
represent the same quantity in two different units.

Some properties of the inner crust are mainly constrained by those of NM,
which implies that the inner crust can be viewed as a uniform distribution of
neutrons and electrons modified by a few impurities (nuclear clusters), while
some other properties reflect the cluster properties, which makes the inner
crust viewed as a continuation of the nuclear chart, where isolated nuclei be-
comes dilute nuclei surrounded by a shallow neutron fluid. The scope of this
study is to analyze which properties of the inner crust are mostly impacted
by the NM modeling, and can thus be considered as a way to probe the pre-
dictions from χEFT , and which ones mainly reflect the properties of isolated
nuclei, for which accurate experimental data exist.

To do so, one needs a modeling for the NS crust accurate enough in its pre-
diction, but which allows as well a clear understanding of the different contri-
butions to the equation of state (EoS). In their seminal paper in 1971, Bethe,
Baym, and Pethick [12] have introduced the first version of the compress-
ible liquid-drop model (CLDM) with finite-size (FS) contribution containing
Coulomb and surface terms. Latter on Douchin and Haensel have developed
further this model by considering in 2001 the curvature term contribution to
the FS effects [13], determined from many-body methods [14]. In our study,
we adopt the CLDM approach, as in Ref. [15], where the bulk term is fixed by
the nuclear meta-model [16] and the FS term contains Coulomb, surface and
curvature contributions as described by the FS4 approximation presented in
Ref. [17]. The FS terms may however still be fine tuned on experimental nu-
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Fig. 1 Left: β-equilibrium energy per particle as function of the baryon density for the
χEFT Hamiltonians (the six hamiltonians H1-H7 [21], except H6, and the two recent ones
DHSL59 and DHSL69 [22]) and the SLy4 force [20] (NM: dashed line, β-equilibrium: dotted
line), pale orange band corresponds to the NM energy per particle prediction for H1-H7.
Right: β-equilibrium energy per particle normalized to the NM Free Fermi Gas energy ENM

FFG
function of the Fermi momentum kFB .

clear masses, as suggested by Steiner [18] since they are derived in the CLDM
by neglecting the smoothing effect of the surface. The meta-model is adjusted
to reproduce the many-body perturbation theory predictions in uniform mat-
ter from χEFT NN and 3N interactions, as first suggested by Tews [19]. With
such a CLDM constrained by uniform matter calculations based on several
χEFT interactions on one side, and by the experimental nuclear masses on
the other side, the modeling of the crust properties is qualitatively well under
control and the connection between the different ingredients in the model and
the prediction is rather clear.

In the following, we first confront uniform matter calculations based on
χEFT interactions to the ones based on a representative phenomenological
force such as SLy4 [20]. We then show that the fits to experimental nuclear
masses disfavor some of the χEFT Hamiltonians. Finally, we compute NS crust
properties, discuss their connection to NM predictions and to the experimental
nuclear masses, and confront our best models to well-known EoS.

2 Uniform matter predictions based on χEFT interactions

In a recent paper [17], we have presented in detail the CLDM that we use
in the present study and detailed how the bulk properties are connected to
uniform matter properties determined from χEFT interactions, by using the
meta-model approach [16]. The χEFT predictions that we are analyzing are the
many-body perturbation predictions based on the H1-H7 hamiltonians [21],
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Fig. 2 Left: Residuals for N = Z nuclei for SLy4 and χEFT Hamiltonians. Right: Residuals
for Pb isotopes (Z = 82). Light grey band shows the selected Hamiltonians H1-H4, dark
grey band shows the two best Hamiltonian (H2 and H3) when confronted to the experimen-
tal nuclear masses. For clarity, the experimental data are corrected by the odd-even mass
staggering as: Eoem

cl (A, I) = aoemA−1/2δnp, where aoem = −12 MeV and δnp = 1 if N and
Z odd, 0 if N or Z odd, and −1 if N and Z even [23].

except H6 for which the 3H binding energy is not well fit [21], and the two
DHS (DHSL59 and DHSL69) recent predictions [22].

The β-equilibrium properties in uniform matter, derived from the χEFT

approach as well as by the SLy4 force are shown in Fig. 1. The energy per
particle for H1-H7 (except H6), for DHS Hamiltonians and for SLy4 are shown
first as function of the density (left panel) and then the energy per particle
normalized to the FFG energy ENM

FFG = 3h̄2k2Fn/(10m), with the neutron Fermi
momentum kFn = (3π2nB)1/3, as function of the isoscalar Fermi momentum
kFB = (3π2nB/2)1/3 (right panel). As expected, at low densities the predic-
tions of all χEFT converge to a narrow band, while SLy4 predicts slightly
larger values for the energy per particle. The differences between SLy4 and
chiral EFT predictions at low density are better observed on the right panel
where the energy per particle is normalized to the Free Fermi Gas energy.
SLy4 predicts up to 30% larger energy per particle compared to the χEFT

group for 0.1 < kFB < 0.9 fm−1, the largest differences being observed for
kFB ' 0.4 fm−1. In comparison to this difference, the χEFT predictions are
much closer for kFB < 0.9 fm−1. The dispersion among the χEFT predictions
is less or about a few percent for kFB < 0.9 fm−1 and above the dispersion is
larger than the difference between SLy4 and chiral EFT.

The question which then arises is whether this systematic difference be-
tween the group of χEFT predictions and SLy4, which is a typical prediction
for phenomenological models, impacts the NS crust properties. And if yes, for
which specific properties?
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Fig. 3 Energy per particle as function of the baryon density around saturation density
nsat ≈ 0.16 fm−3 in symmetric matter. There is correlation between the energy per particle
in SM at nsat and the residuals shown in Fig. 2.

3 Application of the CLDM to finite nuclei

Before addressing the links between χEFT predictions in NM and NS crust
properties, we briefly illustrate the role played by finite nuclei to constrain the
CLDM.

We confront in Fig. 2 the CLDM prediction for finite nuclei energies with
the experimental masses [24] for symmetric nuclei (left panel) and for neutron
rich Pb isotopes fixing Z = 82 (right panel). The ability of the models H1-H4
to reproduce low- and high-A is quite uniform, while the models H5, H7 as
well as DHSL59 and DHSL69 depart from the trend given by the best hamilto-
nians, at low-A and for asymmetric nuclei (neutron rich or neutron poor). The
confrontation with the experimental nuclear masses allows us to select H1-H4
hamiltonians (with light-gray band) as being our optimal models, see Ref. [17]
for more details, with H2-H3 (dark-gray band) being the best. Note that the
phenomenological SLy4 force reproduces experimental nuclear masses with an
accuracy equivalent to our best models.

It is interesting to connect these results with the energy per particle pre-
dicted by these models in symmetric matter (SM) shown in Fig. 3. Even if the
contribution from the FS terms (Coulomb and surface) are absent in uniform
matter, one could observe a clear correlation between the CLDM predictions
for N = Z nuclei shown in Fig. 2 and the energy per particle from Fig. 3
at around nsat. This shows the large impact of the saturation properties in
uniform matter on the experimental nuclear masses, as expected.
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In the following, the different CLDM constructed upon χEFT are weighted
according to their reproduction of the experimental nuclear masses: H2 and
H3 are the best χEFT models and define the dark-gray bands plotted for NS
crust predictions, then come H1 and H4 which define the light-gray bands,
and include the dark-gray one as expected. The others (H5, H7, DHSL59 and
DHSL69) are represented but they will depart from the best-model bands.

4 Neutron star crust constrained by χEFT and experimental
nuclear masses

We now come to the description of the crust, where the CLDM model for finite
nuclei is completed by the contributions of the neutron fluid and of the elec-
trons gas, which also interact with the protons by the Coulomb interaction. At
variance with isolated nuclei, nuclear systems in NS crust are at β-equilibrium
and the Wigner-Seitz cell components respect charge neutrality. Details of the
model are given in Ref. [17].

The impact of nuclear physics uncertainties on the NS crust has already
been analyzed in various ways. Steiner [18], for instance, has constructed sev-
eral NS crust using inputs from current experimental information while allow-
ing exploration of the EoS uncertainties, in particular the one induced by the
symmetry energy. Tews [19] has analyzed the impact of χEFT predictions in
NM introducing bands reflecting χEFT uncertainties. Other approaches have
been constructed from currently available EoSs, which may or may not con-
sider the actual predictions for low-density neutron matter [12,13,15,25,26,
27,28].

In the present work, we explore both the theoretical uncertainties in the
nuclear matter equation of state from many-body approach based on χEFT

NN and 3N interactions, as well as the confrontation with the experimental
nuclear masses. This is the first approach which investigates in a systematical
way these two types of constraints, considering the latest χEFT calculations
and using the confrontation with experimental nuclear masses to select among
the best models for NS crust predictions.

We display in Fig. 4 some properties of the NS crust determined by the
χEFT Hamiltonians and the SLy4 phenomenological force. On the top panels
we show the predictions for the composition: the cluster mass number Acl

(left) and proton number Zcl (right) through the crust. Note that Acl and
Zcl are the masses and proton numbers associated to the nuclear cluster only,
excluding the contribution of the neutron fluid. Here we prefer for consistency
and easy comparison among the results to show all our results in terms of the
Fermi momentum kFB . On the bottom panels we show the cluster asymmetry
Icl = (Ncl − Zcl)/Acl and electron fraction Ye (left panel) and the volume
fraction u = Vcl/VWS (right panel).

Concerning the predictions for Acl, Zcl, Icl and Ye, SLy4 is compatible
with the predictions of the χEFT models (inside the light-gray band). It is
remarkable to observe that the predictions of SLy4 are located between the
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Fig. 4 Composition (top), asymmetry and 2Ye (bottom left) and volume fraction occupied
by nuclei (bottom right) on the neutron star crust as function of the Fermi momentum.

ones of H1 and H2, as already observed in Fig. 3 for SM. One can then conclude
that these predictions are tightly connected to the SM properties of these
models, itself closely related to the experimental nuclear masses, and only
loosely related to the NM predictions.

The volume fraction u however shows a marked difference between the pre-
diction of SLy4 and the ones from the χEFT , which are well grouped together.
The volume fraction u predicted by SLy4 is larger that the chiral EFT group
by about 20-30%.

Other quantities impacted by the NM properties are the energy per particle
in the crust, the pressure and the sound speed. The energy per particle and the
sound speed are plotted in Fig. 5 and the EoS, i.e. the pressure as a function of
the energy density, in Fig. 6. We observe that in the density range where kF <
1.0 fm−1 the prediction for the energy per particle from SLy4 force is about
10-30% different from the predictions of the group of χEFT Hamiltonians, see
Fig. 5. The pressure being defined as the density derivative of the energy per
particle is also impacted by this marked effect, see Fig. 6. Finally, the sound
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Fig. 5 Left: energy per particle in the crust for the χEFT Hamiltonians and SLy4 phe-
nomenological force. Right: sound speed in the crust predicted by the same models.

Fig. 6 EoS (pressure versus energy density) in cgs units for the χEFT Hamiltonians and
SLy4 phenomenological force.

speed is obtained as the derivative of the pressure with respect to the energy
density, which for the considered densities is almost identical to the density
nB . The sound speed predicted by SLy4 is also markedly different from the
group of χEFT Hamiltonians. Note however that for kFB > 0.6 fm−1 there is
a large spreading in the prediction of χEFT Hamiltonians which reduces a bit
the effect observed for the energy per particle.

In summary, the present study illustrates that different NS crust observ-
ables are related to different properties of uniform matter. For instance, the
cluster mass Acl, charge Zcl and asymmetry parameter Icl are essentially fixed
by the SM or close to SM properties where the NM does not play an important
role. These properties are controlled by the nuclear masses, and the models
can be sorted according to their reproduction of the experimental data. NM
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Fig. 7 Crust composition Acl, Zcl as function of the baryon density. Comparison among
χEFT H1-H4, SLy4MM and previous works.

properties impact however other observables, such as the volume fraction u,
the energy per particle, as well as the internal pressure and the sound speed.
These latter observables are the ones which are greatly influenced by the NM
predictions based on chiral EFT, and their accurate prediction can therefore
be explained by the relatively well known properties of NM.

5 Comparison to predictions from other EoS

Finally, we compare our predictions for the NS crust properties to previously
determined EoS in Fig. 7. Our dark-grey contour is given by H2 and H3, while
the light-grey contour is defined by H1 and H4. The SLy4 crust properties
are shown in dotted red cruve, and can be compared to the Douchin-Haensel
predictions in green squares, which are based on the same interaction model.
As a consequence, the SLy4 and Douchin-Haensel EoS are very close, and the
small differences which are observed are due to small differences in the CLDM
model.

For completeness, we represent in Fig. 7 the seminal BBP [12] and Negele-
Vautherin [29] EoS which are the first realistic predictions for the NS crust
properties. Our light-grey band is compatible with these other EoS shown in
Fig. 7. The dark-grey band is however narrower and represents the actual un-
certainties in the NS crust properties by combining together χEFT calculation
and the experimental nuclear masses.

6 Conclusions

In this study, we have shown that combining together the latest predictions
for the uniform matter EoS from χEFT approaches with the experimental
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nuclear masses allows predictions of the NS crust properties which are narrower
than the actual uncertainty resulting from the confrontation of various EoS
previously known. These predictions were indeed made, for most of them,
before the recent achievement from the χEFT approach. One can therefore
attribute the reduction of the uncertainties in the predictions of the NS crust
properties to the advances in the modeling of low-density nuclear matter made
possible by χEFT .

In addition, the prediction for the NM EoS at low density, where the unitary
limit plays an important role in constraining the matter properties, impacts
some NS observables, such as the volume fraction u, the energy per particle,
the pressure and the sound speed. In the future, it will be interesting to study
more closely the role of the unitary limit constrain in NM on these properties.
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